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The International Powered Access Federation (IPAF) is hosting a complimentary webinar for ALL
INTERESTED PARTIES on Tuesday, February 6, 2018 at 11:00 CT / Noon ET.
Registration: https://cc.readytalk.com/r/n1o36txhxwg3&eom
Transporting mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPs) is always a big challenge in the
equipment rental industry. The loading and unloading of MEWPs is potentially a high-risk activity
due to the low chassis design of MEWPs. According to IPAF accident reporting database, nearly
a third of the accidents recorded by the rental companies occur during the delivery and collection
process. Ground-level loading/unloading MEWPs features can effectively reduce the potential risk
and provide a safety working environment.
During this session, an experienced rental equipment transportation specialist will:
1. Describe loading/unloading methods now are employed in the industry for MEWPs.
2. Discuss the commonly occurring loading/unloading risk factors
3. Explain what are the advantage of ground-level loading/unloading compare to the
traditional methods
4. Describe what additional safety features that are offered in the current market to
promote the operator’s safety
5. Present data showing how ground-level loading/unloading system could reduce
operational and medical cost while improving employee and supervisor satisfactions
Participants will
- Refresh your knowledge of current loading/unloading methods for MEWPs
- Review the risk factors occurring during delivery and collection process of MEWPs
- Improve your knowledge of ground-level loading/unloading system and its safety
features that are currently adopted in the industry
- Learn how cost effectively the ground-level loading/unloading system for MEWPs could
offer to the rental industry
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Tyler Moss, M.B.A., is the Vice President, Sales Eastern Canada
of Drive Products Inc., a national based truck equipment
provider company with its head office based in Mississauga,
Ontario. Mr. Moss has been working closely with various
national based rental companies including Battlefield, CRS,
Coopers, Stephenson’s etc. to provide safe and cost effectively
solutions to transport MEWPs.
Mr. Moss attended Ryerson University and acquired his M.B.A. in McMaster University, Hamilton.
After he joined the family of Drive Products Inc., Tyler has immersed himself in the truck
transportation business to help provide optimal solutions to occupational safety and health
including the rental industry. Mr. Moss understood the challenges that existed in today’s rental
equipment transportations and offered a full line up of ground-level loading/unloading systems
named Kargo King to maximize the safety factor during the delivery and collection process. He
travels widely and attends frequently at industry conferences/trade shows such as NTEA across
the whole North America.
Kargo King Roll off system is specially designed, developed and tested for the rental industry for
the safe and efficient loading/unloading of a wide range of equipment. It has served and proven
itself to be a safe and efficient “Work Horse” in the rental industry since 2001.
Under Mr. Moss and his team’s effect, the ground-level loading Kargo King system has served
the rental industry’s daily delivery and collection operations with a safer and more productive
working environment even in the toughest winter in the North America and Europe. To learn more,
please visit www.driveproducts.com.

Questions? Contact IPAF at 630-942-6583 or stacey.woldt@ipaf.org

